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Theory of localized adsorption on surfaces undergoing reversible reconstruction
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A rate equation, which takes explicitly into account the surface reconstruction phenomena occurring~re-
versibly or irreversibly! while adsorption or desorption proceeds, is proposed. The equation contains a few free
parameters which specify the adsorption and desorption rate constants, and the reconstruction and irreversibil-
ity degrees of the process. A complete qualitative study of the solutions of the rate equation for a case of
reversible and self-similar reconstruction is given.
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I. THE LANGMUIR THEORY

Formulated in 1916, the Langmuir theory of adsorpti
equilibrium and kinetics has remained unrivaled during
20th century for its simplicity, elegance, and flexibility@1#.

A. The assumptions of Langmuir’s theory

Langmuir’s theory applies to a submonolayer localiz
adsorption without lateral interactions and is based on
following assumptions:~L1!, one molecule per adsorptio
site; ~L2!, absence of intermolecular interactions;~L3!, sur-
face homogeneity;~L4!, adsorption rate proportional to th
amount of empty sites;~L5!, desorption rate proportional t
the amount of full sites;~L6!, gas ideality;~L7!, no internal
structure of the adsorbed molecules; and~L8!, absence of
surface reconstruction. Needless to say, if one is intereste
equilibrium properties only, the Langmuir isotherm can
derived using a by far less restrictive set of assumptions@2#.

In a pictorial view, the Langmuir theory can be summ
rized by reactions (I 1) and (I 2) sketched in Fig. 1. The rat
equations can be deduced from the scheme of Fig. 1 b
direct application of the mass-action law:

dNd /dt5ANs2BNd , ~1!

dNs /dt52ANs1BNd , ~2!

whereNs and Nd are the amounts per unit area of emp
and full sites, respectively, whileA and B are the rate con-
stants for adsorption and desorption;

A5s1F ~3!

5s1p/A2pmkBT, ~4!

B5t2
21, ~5!

with s1 the cross section of the adsorption process,F the
gas-phase flux impinging onto the surface at pressurep and
temperatureT, kB the Boltzmann constant,m the molecular
mass, andt2 the lifetime of the desorption process.
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Summing member-to-member equations~1! and ~2! one
gets that the total amount of sitesNs remains unchanged
during adsorption, that is,

NsªNs1Nd5const; ~6!

what may change is only their relative occupation. Defini
the surface coverageQ, QªNd /Ns, one gets

dQ/dt5A~12Q!2BQ. ~7!

Equation~7! can be solved forQ giving

Q~ t !5Q1~Q02Q!exp~2t/tL!, ~8!

wheretL is the harmonic sum ofA andB,

tL
21

ªA211B21;

Q0 is the initial coverage,Q05Q(0); andQ is the equilib-
rium coverage,

Q5~11B/A!21. ~9!

Therefore, the Langmuir theory gives explicitly, throug
Eqs. ~8! and ~9!, the amountN of adsorbed molecules@N
5Nd because of~L1!# vs time as well as vs the environmen
tal quantities~such as pressurep and temperatureT) which
control A andB.

Although simple and elegant, the Langmuir theory do
however suffer from the most serious difficulty: the kineti
and equilibria of really few systems can be described by E
~8! and ~9!, respectively. This difficulty would be ruinou
were it not for the fact that it is possible to account for mo
of the experimental behaviors simply relaxing one or t
other of the hypotheses~L1!–~L8!.

FIG. 1. The reactions at the basis of the Langmuir theory:
sorption is seen as the formation of filled surface sites~denoted with
d) by the reaction of empty surface sites~denoted withs) with
gas-phase moleculesM, while desorption is regarded as the rever
process.
©2003 The American Physical Society03-1
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B. Relaxing the assumptions of the Langmuir theory

The set of assumptions$~L1!, . . . ,~L8!% forms thus a kind
of basic kit for the description of adsorption-desorption ph
nomena; with the substitution of one or more axioms
~L1!–~L8!, one can create another scheme able to acco
for other phenomena: Langmuir himself was aware of t
possibility and in the founding paper he considered also
cases of sites which can host more than one adsorbed
ecule, adsorbed films more than one molecule in thickn
and heterogenous surfaces@1#. The several descriptions gen
erated while continuing this game cover almost all the
served phenomena. Among them, the following ones may
mentioned: multisite occupation, lateral interactions, surf
heterogeneity, and multilayer coverage@3#.

Much more difficult to account, in the spirit of Lang
muir’s isotherm, has been surface reconstruction. This s
of affairs is quite disappointing because in many instanc
chemisorption results in adsorbate-induced reconstruc
@4#. This is especially true for biological systems which a
often characterized by an energy landscape with many ne
equivalent minima~associated with different configuration!
separated by hills of low activation energies; this situat
allows them to undergo reconstruction even after the ads
tion of weakly bound species such as water adsorbed
hydrogen bonding or O2 coordinated to a transition-meta
cation. The importance of reconstructing adsorbents is w
known in biochemistry, where this phenomenon has oc
sionally been considered with specific models@5–8#. Very
few generaltheoretical approaches have however been p
posed to account for surfaces which undergo reconstruc
while adsorption proceeds. Two major theoretical schem
have been proposed: the first method was developed~mainly
by Landsberg! to account for kinetics@9#, while the other
method was developed by Cerofolini transporting to equi
rium the Landsberg model. The kinetic approach was ma
developed to explain the Elovich equation~see later!; the
equilibrium approach was applied to describe adsorpti
induced surface reconstruction@10#, protein folding-
unfolding @11#, and clustering and melting in multilayer ad
sorption@12,13#.

II. THE LANDSBERG MODEL FOR ADSORPTION
KINETICS ON RECONSTRUCTING SURFACES

The Elovich equation@14# describes a time-logarithmi
behavior which is often found to describe adsorption
though less frequently, desorption phenomena. The Elo
equation applies to so many situations~adsorption or desorp
tion kinetics on solid adsorbents, oxidation of metals, e!
and systems as to have attracted numerous investigat
The time-logarithm law is usually explained in terms of a
tivation energy increasing linearly with surface coverage
cause of lateral interactions@15# as well as of fixed energy
heterogeneity characterized by a uniform energy distribu
@16–19#.

In an intriguing paper@9#, however, Landsberg formulate
an alternative model for the Elovich equation in adsorpti
based on the hypotheses that~R1!, desorption is negligible;
~R2!, adsorption occurs via the collision of impinging ga
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phase molecules on empty surface sites;~R3!, adsorption is
responsible for surface reconstruction via generation of n
sites at a rate proportional to the chemisorption rate;~R4!,
each newly exposed zone has the same topography a
surface from which it was generated; and~R5!, the process
proceeds with a progressive reduction of the empty sites

Using the symbols of this work,~R1!, ~R2!, ~R3!, ~R4!,
and ~R5! can be formulated as follows:

B50, ~10!

dNd /dt5ANs , ~11!

dNs /dt5bdNd /dt, ~12!

b5bNs , ~13!

b,0, ~14!

where b represents the net empty sites lost per adsor
molecule ~resulting from the difference between the sit
filled after adsorption and the ones correspondingly gen
ated!, while b is the net area generated after the adsorption
one molecule. This area results from the algebraic sum of
newly generated area~with positive sign! and the filled area
~with negative sign!.

Combining Eqs.~10!–~13! one gets a differential equatio
whose solution is

Nd~ t !52
1

b
ln@12bANs~0!t#. ~15!

Taking explicitly into account condition~14! @i.e., substitut-
ing 2ubu for b in Eq. ~15!# one eventually gets

Nd~ t !5
1

ubu
ln@11ubuANs~0!t#. ~16!

Equation~16! has just the logarithmic behavior of the Elov
ich equation.

The observation that condition~14! is never used in the
derivation of Eq.~15! led, however, Cerofolini to conside
the hypothesis that this equation holds true forb.0 too.
This case is qualitatively different from that considered
Landsberg; in fact, while Eq.~16! diverges smoothly~with
downward concavity! only for t→1`, Eq. ~15! with posi-
tive b diverges for t→@1/bANs(0)#2 , thus providing an
example of explosive dynamic system.

In spite of these interesting features„and of the fact that
minor changes in Eq.~11! are sufficient to account for an
other kinetics frequently observed—the time power law@20–
22#…, the Landsberg model has often been regarded su
ciously because of its following disturbing features.

~i! For no value of its free parameterb, the Landsberg
model is reduced to Langmuir theory.

~ii ! Kinetic equation~12! links rate to rate rather than rat
to concentration, as would be expected from an applica
of the mass-action law.
3-2
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~iii ! Assumption ~R4!, specified quantitatively by Eq
~13!, appeared~when formulated, in 1952! anad hochypoth-
esis difficult to sustain on physical bases.

Even though the appearance of the theory of fractals
made up for the last difficulty~the fact that, while adsorption
proceeds, the surface undergoes a reconstruction depen
on the preexisting density of sites may be interpreted
terms of a kind of self-similar growth!, the above difficulties
justify that even accurate reviews of the Elovich equation
not mention the Landsberg model as a possible explana
of the time-logarithm behavior@17#.

III. A THEORY FOR ADSORPTION AND DESORPTION
ON SURFACES UNDERGOING SELF-SIMILAR

RECONSTRUCTION

In view of the ability of the Landsberg model to accou
for the Elovich equation and its generalization in terms
self-similar growth, it would be interesting to incorporate t
Landsberg model in a theoryT such that~i! T is constructed
on the mass-action law;~ii ! T reduces to the Langmuir theor
in the absence of reconstruction; and~iii ! T reproduces the
Landsberg model in the absence of desorption and for op
tune reconstruction.

This incorporation would produce a genuine equilibriu
and kinetic theory ofadsorption and desorption on surface
undergoing self-similar reconstruction.

A. The dynamic description of surfaces undergoing
adsorption-induced reconstruction

Before trying to formulate the theory, we observe that
constancy of the total number of sitesNs1Nd in the Lang-
muir theory arises from the fact that the total number of s
on the left-hand side~lhs! of the complexive reaction in Fig
1 coincides with that on the right-hand side~rhs! dynamic
systems with surface reconstruction, once sketched with
actions involving empty and filled sites, in general, do n
satisfy the above condition.

The dynamic system adopted in this work for describ
adsorption and desorption on reconstructing surfaces
sketched in Fig. 2.

For dynamic system$(II1),(II2)%, the rate equations ar

dNd /dt5ANs2BNd , ~17!

dNs /dt5~a121!ANs1a2BNd , ~18!

wherea1 anda2 are free parameters of the theory.
With free parameter of a theorywe denote any symbo

able to assume any value in a given domain specified by
theory. In particular, any theory of adsorption on reconstru

FIG. 2. The reactions at the basis of adsorption models w
self-reconstruction. Symbols have the same meaning as in Fig
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ing surfaces is expected to satisfy the physical condition
the domain ofa1 anda2 is limited from being functions of
the state of the surface alone. This condition can be form
ized stating thata1 anda2 ~which in general depend onT)
once written as functions ofNs or Nd cannot depend onp.
For isothermal processes, this condition reads]a6 /]A50
because of Eq.~4!.

B. When the parameters allow equilibrium

For any dynamic system, the equilibrium states play
special role. At equilibriumdNd /dt50 anddNs /dt50 so
that an equilibrium state exists if the parametersA, B, a1 ,
anda2 are such that the system

05ANs2BNd ,

05~a121!ANs1a2BNd ~19!

admits a nontrivial solution (Ns,Nd) at least, in addition to
the trivial solution (0,0) which satisfies conditions~19! for
all values of the parameters.

Observe now that the total number of sites in
adsorption-desorption cycle (II1)1(II2) varies by an
amounta11a221, so that the surface undergoes a reve
ible reconstruction when

a11a251, ~20!

while the reconstruction is irreversible whena11a2Þ1.
For the search of the equilibrium states, it is convenien

distinguish thesingular case, in which a121 is identically
null ~at least in a nonmeager compact set of the$Ns ,Nd%
plane!, from thegeneral case, in which a12150.

1. Equilibrium in the singular case

In the singular-case, system~19! is reduced to

05ANs2BNd ,

05a2BNd .

Excepting the trivial solution, the above equations are mu
ally compatible only fora250 or for a2 any function
a2(Ns ,Nd) such thata2„Ns ,(A/B)Ns…50.

2. Equilibrium in the general case

Consider now the general case, witha121Þ0. Let e be
the net number of available sites generated per adsorp
event,

e5a121

(e is a kind of reconstruction degreeof the surface!, andd
be the net number of available sites produced in
adsorption-desorption cycle per newly formed site,

d5
a11a221

a121
511

a2

a121

h
.

3-3
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(d is a kind ofirreversibility degreeof the process!. Takinge
andd as independent variables, Eqs.~17! and ~18! become

dNd /dt5ANs2BNd , ~21!

dNs /dt5e~ANs2~12d!BNd!, ~22!

which reduce to Eqs.~1! and ~2!, respectively, fore521
andd50.

For the dynamic system$~21! and ~22!%, the equilibrium
conditions~19! read

05ANs2BNd ,

05e„ANs2~12d!BNd…, ~23!

with e5e(Ns ,Nd) andd5d(Ns ,Nd). Conditions~23! are
manifestly compatible whend(Ns ,Nd) is identically null,

~d~Ns ,Nd!50! ;Ns ,Nd . ~24!

Equilibrium is however allowed even when condition~24! is
violated, provided~i! irrespective ofe(Ns ,Nd), the roots of
d(Ns ,Nd)50 satisfy also the the conditionANs5BNd, in
which case the equilibrium state is obtained solving
equation d„Ns ,(A/B)Ns…50, or ~ii ! irrespective of
d(Ns ,Nd), the roots ofe(Ns ,Nd)50 satisfy also the con
dition ANs5BNd, in which case the equilibrium state
obtained solving the equatione„Ns ,(A/B)Ns…50.

Unless the functionse(Ns ,Nd) and d(Ns ,Nd) are
specified, it is impossible to state anything about their ze

For a large class of functionse(Ns ,Nd) of physical in-
terest, the roots of the equatione(Ns ,Nd)50 are either
trivial @e.g.,e(Ns ,Nd)5g2Ns1g82Nd, with g andg8 ar-
bitrary constants# or even unphysical@e.g., e(Ns ,Nd)
5g2]. For these functions, equilibrium is possible either f
d(Ns ,Nd) identically null ~that implies reversible recon
struction! or for states along which the system undergo
reversible reconstruction.

C. Specializing the description to surfaces undergoing
reversible reconstruction

Let R denote the theory described by Eqs.~17! and ~18!
with a1 anda2 given functions ofNs andNd. Since theo-
ries with no equilibrium states are of scarce interest,
analysis for the case of reversible reconstruction shall
developed.

Even the dynamics of surfaces undergoing adsorpt
induced reconstruction is better considered analyzing the
gular case separately from the general case.

1. Dynamics in the singular case

In the singular case, the dynamics of adsorption on s
faces undergoing reversible reconstruction is described
putting a12150 anda250 in Eqs.~17! and ~18!:

dNd /dt5ANs2BNd , ~25!

dNs /dt50. ~26!
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These equations are integrated immediately; Eq.~26! gives

Ns~ t !5Ns~0!,

the initial amount of available sites; the insertion of th
value into Eq.~25! gives a differential equation whose solu
tion is straightforward,

Nd~ t !5Nd1@Nd~0!2Nd#exp~2Bt!,

whereNd is the equilibrium amount of filled sites,

Nd5~A/B!Ns~0!.

The singular case will hereinafter be ignored.

2. Dynamics in the general case

Even the dynamics of the general case is better descr
in terms ofe andd. For the reason given in Sec. III C, it i
sufficient to limit the theory of adsorption on surfaces und
going reconstructionR^A,B,e,d& to its restriction to the
case of reversible reconstructionR^A,B,e,0&:

dNd /dt5ANs2BNd , ~27!

dNs /dt5e~ANs2BNd!, ~28!

e5e~Ns ,Nd!, ~29!

where the functione(Ns ,Nd) in Eq. ~29! determines the
kind of reconstruction. The special caseR^A,B,21,0& gen-
erates the Langmuir theoryL^A,B&; any function
eR(Ns ,Nd), such thatR^A,0,eR(Ns ,Nd),0& reproduces
the Landsberg model, would provide an extension of
Langmuir theory able to include Landsberg’s reconstruct
mechanism.

D. The last restriction—the surface undergoes self-similar
reconstruction

The intuitive notion of self-similar reconstruction seem
to be captured by the followingself-similarity condition: the
net number of available sites generated per adsorption ev
e, is a function of the amount of available sites only,e
5e(Ns).

The theoryS^A,B,e(Ns)& of adsorption on surfaces un
dergoing self-similar reversible reconstruction is therefo
characterized by the following axioms:

(ASSRR 1) one molecule per adsorption site. A site
filled by reaction with one and only one molecule; the ext
site space is unavailable for adsorption.

(ASSRR 2) absence of intermolecular interactions. A
sorbed molecules interact with each other neither latera
(along the surface) nor vertically (normally to the surface.

(ASSRR 3) surface homogeneity. All sites are equivale.
(ASSRR 4) adsorption kinetics. The adsorption rate R1 is

proportional to the amount Ns of empty sites multiplied by
the gas-phase fluxF impinging onto the surface,

R15ANs . ~30!
3-4
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(ASSRR 5) desorption kinetics. The desorption rate R2 is
proportional to the amount Nd of occupied sites,

R25BNd . ~31!

(ASSRR 6) gas ideality. The gas phase is ideal and
scribed by the kinetic theory of gases.

(ASSRR 7) structureless adsorbate. The internal deg
of freedom of the molecule are not modified by adsorpti
and adsorption is insensitive to them.

(ASSRR 8) self-similar reversible reconstruction. Adso
tion results in the creation ofa1 empty sites per filled site
while desorption results in the formation ofa2 per desorbed
molecule; an adsorption-desorption cycle regenerates
original surface,

a11a251; ~32!

and the creation-destruction process is self-similar,

a1215e~Ns!. ~33!

It is emphasized that axioms ASSRR1, . . . ,ASSRR7 co-
incide with ~L1!, . . . ,~L7!, respectively, the axiomatic sys
tem here described being different from Langmuir’s one o
for the possibility of describing surface reconstruction.
this way,S^A,B,e(Ns)&5R^A,B,e(Ns),0& and the unique
free parameter added byS^A,B,e(Ns)& to L^A,B& is the
functione(Ns). The basic equations which describe the co
sidered dynamic system are given by Eqs.~27! and~28! with
a121 specified by Eq.~33!:

dNd /dt5ANs2BNd , ~34!

dNs /dt5e~Ns!~ANs2BNd!. ~35!

The goal ofS^A,B,e(Ns)& is to demonstrate that situation
of large practical and conceptual interest, not allowed
Langmuir theory, may instead be reproduced by sim
specifications ofe(Ns) in Eq. ~33!, thus showing that the
axiomatic system$ASSRR1, . . . ,ASSRR8% provides the ba-
sis for a genuine extension of the Langmuir theory to s
reconstructing surfaces.

Before developing the mathematical apparatus of
theory to deal with particular cases, we shall consider a pr
erty of S^A,B,e(Ns)& that holds true quite irrespective o
the functione(Ns). The time variation of the total numbe
of sites is obtained summing side to side Eqs.~27! and~28!:

d~Ns1Nd!/dt5@11e~Ns!#~ANs2BNd!. ~36!

Therefore, the total number of sites remains unchanged
time only at equilibrium~whenANs2BNd50) or even in
dynamic conditions when

e~Ns!521, ~37!

i.e., whenS^A,B,e(Ns)&5S^A,B,21&5L^A,B&. This re-
sult shows that the constancy with time of the total amo
of sites Ns1Nd is a peculiar property of the Langmu
theory alone.
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E. The mathematical apparatus

EliminatingANs2BNd between Eqs.~34! and~35!, one
gets

dNs5e~Ns!dNd ;

which is solved by separation of variables,

E
Ns

0

Ns dNs

e~Ns!
5Nd ~38!

with Ns
0 the amount of available sites atNd50 (Ns

0 must
not be confused with the amountNs(0) of available sites at
t50: Ns

0 5Ns(0) only whenNd(0)50). If e(Ns) does
not change sign, Eq.~38! can be solved forNs , giving it as
a function ofNd,

Ns5h~Nd!. ~39!

Substitutingh(Nd) for Ns in Eq. ~34! gives

dNd /dt5Ah~Nd!2BNd , ~40!

which is the key equation of the theory. In fact, the equil
rium condition is immediately obtained by puttingdNd /dt
50 therein,

h~Nd!2~B/A!Nd50, ~41!

while the kinetics are determined solving Eq.~40! by sepa-
ration of variables,

E
Nd(0)

Nd(t) dNd

h~Nd!2~B/A!Nd

5At. ~42!

IV. THE CASE OF RECONSTRUCTION VARYING
LINEARLY WITH THE DENSITY OF AVAILABLE SITES

The simplest case of the ASSRR theory is that of cons
reconstruction:e(Ns)5a5constant. This case is of bot
conceptual and practical importance because it applies
situation recently become of large interest—the growth
dendrimers@23#. Though this situation is formally allowed
by the domain ofe @sincee is any function ofNs , e(Ns)
may be a constant#, it however describes a reconstructio
that is independent of the surface structure and will acco
ingly be ignored.

In order of increasing complexity, the second case to c
sider is that of a reconstruction varying linearly with th
density of available sites,

e~Ns!5bNs ~43!

that is expected to be able to reproduce the Landsberg
havior, at least in opportune conditions.

Inserting Eq.~43! into Eq. ~38! gives

Ns5Ns
0 exp~bNd!. ~44!
3-5
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The insertion of Eq.~44! into Eqs.~41! and ~42! gives the
equilibrium and kinetic equations, respectively, for the line
case,

Ns
0 exp~bNd!5~B/A!Nd ~45!

and

E
Nd(0)

Nd(t) dNd

Ns
0 exp~bNd!2~B/A!Nd

5At. ~46!

A. Equilibrium

We now write Eq.~45! in the form

ebNd5
B/A

bNs
0

bNd ~47!

and considerbNd as a variable and (B/A)/bNs
0 as a para-

meter.
Assume firstb,0. In this case, Eq.~47! admits a unique

negative solutionbNd; from b,0 andbNd,0, it follows
that Nd satisfies the physical condition of positiveness,Nd

.0. PuttingB50 should reproduce the same situation
considered by Landsberg so that the improper solu
bNd52` ~i.e., Nd51`), coinciding with the limit of
Nd(t) for t→1` in the original Landsberg model, must b
considered as a kind of equilibrium value ofNd(t); in this
situation Eq.~44! givesNs50.

Assume nowb.0. For 0,B/AbNs
0 ,e ~corresponding

to the prevalence of adsorption and reconstruction over
sorption!, the dynamic system does not admit any equil
rium state. ForB/AbNs

0 .e, Eq. ~47! admits two solutions
Nd

* andNd
** , which coincide forB/AbNs

0 5e. Recognizing
which ~if any! of them is the equilibrium one will follow
from the discussion of kinetics.

B. Kinetics

Understanding the kinetics requires the consideration
several cases.

1. The case bË0

In this case, the system admits always one equilibri
state. The kinetics are different according to the occurre
that the initial conditionNd(0) is far from, or close to, the
equilibrium valueNd.

(a) Behavior far from equilibrium. The system may be fa
from equilibrium only in the early stages after its prepa
tion. Its evolution will therefore be dominated either by a
sorption@Ns

0 ebNd@(B/A)Nd# whenNd(0)!Nd, or by de-
sorption@Ns

0 ebNd!(B/A)Nd# whenNd(0)@Nd.
If the evolution is dominated by adsorption, an integration

of Eq. ~46! gives

Nd~ t !2Nd~0!.2
1

b
ln~12Ns

0 ebNd(0)bAt!.
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Remembering Eq.~44!, one has

Ns~0!5Ns
0 exp„bNd~0!…,

so that, emphasizing thatb is negative, the above kinetic
become

Nd~ t !2Nd~0!.
1

ubu
ln„11ubuNs~0!At…

that reproduce the ones originally proposed by Landsber
If the evolution is dominated by desorption, by integrating

Eq. ~46! one gets

Nd~ t !.Nd~0!e2Bt,

for which the kinetics reduce to the ones of the Langm
model.

(b) Behavior close to equilibrium. The region close to
equilibrium is characterized by the conditionNd(t).Nd;
the behavior close to equilibrium can be studied treating
differenceDNdªNd(t)2Nd as a differential,

Ns
0 ebNd2

B

A
Nd5Ns

0 eb(Nd1DNd)2
B

A
~Nd1DNd!

;Ns
0 ebNd~11bDN!2

B

A
~Nd1DNd!

5
B

A
~Ndb21!DNd ~48!

becauseNs
0 ebNd2(B/A)Nd50. Inserting Eq.~48! in Eq.

~46! and integrating one has

DNd~ t !5DNd~0!exp„2B~11ubuNd!t….

2. The case bÌ0

(a) The system does not admit equilibrium states. The
dynamic system does not admit equilibrium states when

~Ns
0 exp~bNd!.~B/A!Nd!;Nd .

SincedNd /dt5Ns
0 exp(bNd)2(B/A)Nd.0, Nd(t) is an in-

creasing function oft and

Nd→1`⇒Ns
0 exp~bNd!2~B/A!Nd;Ns

0 exp~bNd!.

SubstitutingNs
0 exp(bNd) for Ns

0 exp(bNd)2(B/A)Nd in Eq.
~46! and integrating one has

Nd~ t !2Nd~0!.2
1

b
ln@12bNs~0!At#. ~49!

Sinceb.0, this equation reproduces Cerofolini’s extensi
of Landsberg’s model.

(b) The system admits one equilibrium state. For
(B/A)/bNs

0 .e, Eq. ~45! admits two solutionsNd
* andNd

**
~with Nd

* ,Nd
** ).
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If Nd(0).Nd
** , the system evolves running away

1`. To demonstrate this statement, observe that in this c
the conditionsNs

0 exp(bNd).(B/A)Nd anddNd /dt.0 hold
true at t50 and a fortiori for any positive t so that the
solution of Eq.~46! increases steadily with time. Thus, eve
though Eq.~45! admits two positive roots, neither of them
actually attained by the system; rather the asymptotic beh
ior is obtained ignoring (B/A)Nd in Eq. ~46!. Once again
the solution of the resulting equation has the expression~49!
that reproduces Cerofolini’s extension of Landsberg’s mod

If Nd(0),Nd
** , the system relaxes to the equilibriu

value Nd
* . This statement is demonstrated observing t

Nd(t) decrease witht for Nd
* ,Nd(0),Nd

** , while in-
creases witht for 0,Nd(0),Nd

* that combined togethe
makeNd

* the equilibrium state of the system,Nd5Nd
* . For

Nd in the vicinity of Nd, the system evolves with time a
discussed in Sec. IV B 1~b!.

C. The casee„Ns…ÄaÀzbzNs

A particularly interesting situation results from the com
bination of dendritic growth with a reconstruction varyin
linearly with the amount of empty sites. Forb,0, this com-
bination

e~Ns!5a2ubuNs ~50!

is of particular interest because it may be used to mo
surface reconstruction dominated by dendritic growth in
early stages (e.a for Ns!a/ubu) and eventually limited by
a production of new sites linearly decreasing withNs . In
particular, Eq. ~50! is expected to be able to describ
multilayer adsorption on highly dispersed adsorbents,
es

04160
se

v-

l.

t

el
e

i-

tially characterized by a dendritic growth of adsorption pil
@12,13# and eventually limited by space filling@10#.

Without considering the detailed mathematical analysis
this case~planned for another work!, it is simply mentioned
that the root of Eq.~50! ~which according to the discussio
of Sec. III B 2 determinesNs5a/ubu andNd5aA/ubuB as
equilibrium state of the system! in general, is not a root of
Eq. ~41!, thus providing a physically interesting examp
running in case~ii ! of Sec. III B 2.

V. CONCLUSIONS

A theory has been formulated to incorporate the rec
struction phenomena occurring during adsorption and
sorption within the Langmuir theory. The general formul
tion of the theory applies to both irreversible and reversi
reconstruction.

A particular case of self-similar reversible reconstructi
has been considered—the case of linear reconstruction
this case, the behavior of the system is controlled by
value of the parameterb linking reconstruction to density o
sites: Forb,0, the system admits always an equilibriu
state; in this case and for negligible desorption rate the in
evolution of the system reduces to the kinetics origina
predicted by Landsberg. Forb small and positive, the system
does not admit any equilibrium state and its kinetics are
scribed by Cerofolini’s extension of Landsberg model. Fob
large and positive, the system admits an equilibrium st
which is achieved or not in relation to the initial conditio
When equilibrium is not achieved, the kinetics are on
again described by Cerofolini’s extension of Landsbe
model.
c
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